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Most: positive weekend for Federico Caricasulo, 
who climbs to 2nd place in the WorldSSP Challenge 

 
 

After the excellent results achieved in the CIV, Federico Caricasulo stepped on the Yamaha 
YZF R6 of the Biblion Iberica Yamaha Motoxracing Team for the first time to replace Maria 
Herrera, who was unavailable for the Tissont Czech Round of the Supersport FIM World 
Championship.  
 
On Friday, he recorded the thirteenth fastest time of the day in 1'36.819, achieved in the 
morning session only, after missing the second session due to a technical problem with the 
bike. On an unfamiliar track like the Autodrom Most, it was however a good start to the 
weekend for the rider, who immediately showed to have a good feeling with the bike and an 
understanding with the team.  
The confirmation came on Saturday with. After setting the 12th fastest time of 1'36.047 in 
the morning Superpole, lowering his previous result by almost eight tenths, in Race 1 he 
moved into the lead group. The race was stopped after just twelve laps due to a red flag, but 
it was enough for Federico to win the WorldSSP Challenge race, placing 5th overall and 
gaining eleven important points. 
 
"I'm happy to have done my best race of the season so far. I'm happy to have collected as 
much as possible. Even though we lost an entire session, the bike is getting better and better" 
Federico Caricasulo. 
 
Already satisfied with Saturday's good result, Federico consolidated what he had shown with 
his second win in the WorldSSP Challenge. Conquering a 6th place in Race 2, he gained ten 
points and the second place in the European ranking, one point from the top. An excellent 
test that shows the great feeling acquired with our team in world configuration. 
 
"Even today we have collected almost the maximum of what we could, we missed for eight 
thousandths of the fifth position, which would have been like a victory for us. We have 
improved our pace compared to yesterday and this weekend we paid a little bit for not 
having tested here, unlike the guys in front. We missed all the FP2s, but as the first time 
together in the World Championship we had a very good weekend, my best of this season"  
Federico Caricasulo. 
 
Appointment with the WorldSSP 2021 in Navarra on 20-21-22 August. 
 


